
Bulk Chemical

Program

Damon Bulk Service Eliminates:

 Liability from leaking and

disorganized drums

 Expensive and limiting tanks

 Waste of unused chemicals

 Hours of labor for handling

 Late or unneeded deliveries

 Time lost during tank refills

Damon Bulk Service Provides:

 One portable tote to give you

product right where you want it

 An efficient dispensing system

customized for your needs

 Prompt deliveries only when you

need them

More than just

chemicals...

We provide solutions!

A tote is ready to be
delivered to your location

with a product meeting your
exact needs. Contact us

today to discuss your
special needs with one of

our representatives.

DamonQ.com/bulk.htm

1-800-362-9850
info@DamonQ.com

Damon Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 2120

Alliance, OH 44601-0120 USA

Eliminate hazardous spills and the clutter
of hazardous, residue-containing drums.



Bulk Program Overview

The Damon Bulk Chemical Program
is designed to provide you with an
efficient, inexpensive, and hassle-free
alternative to hazardous drums and
limiting tanks. With our service, you
will get all the product you need in a
single tote that can go anywhere you
want it. In addition, we can customize
the tote precisely to your needs by
adjusting the concentration, auto-
dilution rate, dispensing rate, and
much more. All these options, along
with Damon’s friendly and dedicated
service, make the Damon Bulk
Chemical Program the perfect
solution to your chemical needs.

Why Bulk Service?

 Transforms drum storage space

into productive work space

 Enables you to work where you

want, not where your tank will let

you

 No expensive tanks, maintenance,

or messy drums

 Total customization to your needs

enhances productivity and

efficiency

 Paying only for what you use

saves money and conserves

inventory

Customization Options:

 250 gallon basic size with others

available upon request to fit your

needs

 Specified concentrations to

maximize efficiency

 Preset dilution system to reduce

labor, ensure accuracy, and

improve safety

 Variable output rates to fill spray

bottles, buckets, scrubbers, and

more

 Price and services tailored to fit

your budget

Damon Bulk Features:

 Quick connection to water source

 Easy to reach on/off control

 Pre-assembled and ready to use

 Custom tailored to meet your

needs

Simple hook-up and use.

Optional multi-dilution equipment available


